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the Gas- Turbine Modular Helium Reactor (GT-MHR) 
and the Pebble Bed Modular Reactor (PBMR), the high 
outlet temperature of the helium coolant makes it 
possible to deliver electricity, hydrogen, or process heat 
with high conversion efficiency. The GFR reference 
design will utilize a direct-cycle helium turbine for 
electricity (42% efficiency at 850°C), and process heat 
for thermochemical production of hydrogen. 
 
In order to withstand the high temperatures within the 
reactor, special consideration must be given to the fuel 
and in-core materials.  The reference fuel matrix for the 
Generation IV GFR is a CERCER dispersion fuel in a 
refractory ceramic matrix, based on a balance between 
conductivity and high temperature capability.  These 
fuels will be mixed carbide or nitrides. 
 
3. Other Design Options 

 

Other design options are being considered that will 
fulfill the Gen IV goals, but do not necessarily preserve 
the close relationship with the VHTR.  However, at this 
point, these lower temperature options will not require 
any additional work on fuels and materials.  As such, it 
is important that these designs are studied and kept as 
open options for the GFR.  Not detailed in the 
subsequent sections is the indirect, CO2/steam cycle that 
United Kingdom.  Only research being performed in the U.S
 
3.1 Indirect Cycle – Helium/Supercritical-CO2 
One of the optional designs is also a helium-cooled system
for power conversion.  The secondary system of the alterna
CO2) at 550°C and 20 MPa (see Figure 2).  This allows fo
the primary circuit (~ 600-650°C), reducing the strict fuel, 
as compared to the direct cycle, while maintaining high ther
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Figure 2. Schematic of the indirect S-CO2 
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3.2 Direct Cycle – Supercritical-CO2 
Another optional design is a S-CO2 cooled (550°C outlet and 20 MPa), direct Brayton cycle 
system.  The main advantage of this optional design is the modest outlet temperature in the 
primary circuit, while maintaining high thermal efficiency (∼ 45%).  Again, the modest outlet 
temperature (comparable to sodium-cooled reactors) reduces the requirements on fuel, fuel 
matrix/cladding, and materials, and even allows for the use of more standard metal alloys within 
the core.  This has the potential of significantly reducing the fuel matrix/cladding development 
costs as compared to the reference design, and reducing the overall capital costs due to the small 
size of the turbomachinery and other system components.  The power conversion cycle is 
equivalent to that shown in Figure 2, where the IHX would be replaced by the reactor and reactor 
pressure vessel. 
 
4. Current Status of the Reference Design 
Current design studies are focused on two power options, 600MWt and 2400MWt, utilizing a 
direct cycle with helium at 850°C outlet temperature, and 7MPa.  The advantages to each of these 
power options are given below: 

• 600 MWt 
o Enables “modular” design (i.e., small vessel, small core, etc., that can be 

transported to site) 
o Can utilize the 300 MWe VHTR balance-of-plant (BOP) development, thus 

minimizing R&D costs 
• 2400 MWt 

o Better neutron economy, thus reducing the heavy metal inventory requirement 
o More adaptable to large base load operation 
o Can utilize current VHTR reactor pressure vessel size/technology (i.e., core will 

fit in current VHTR reactor pressure vessel) 
 
Additional parameters for the reference design are given in Table 1, below. 
 

Table 1.  Parameters for the GFR reference design. 

~20 wt%Fissile (TRU) enrichment

<7 mPrimary vessel diameter

~5 at%; 60 dpaDischarge burnup ; damage

3 × 829 efpdFuel residence time

multi-recyclingFuel management

30 tonnesIn core heavy metal inventory

fissile breakevenBreeding/Burning performances

UPuC/SiC (50/50 %)Reference fuel composition

55 MW/m3Average power density

50/40/10 %Volume fractions of Fuel/Gas/SiC

~0.4 barCore pressure drop

11 m3 (H/D ~1.7/2.9 m)Core volume

330 kg/s & 40 m/sNominal flow & velocity

490 °CInlet coolant temperature

850 °COutlet coolant temperature

70 barCoolant pressure

42%Net efficiency

600 MWthPower level

Reference ValueSystem Parameter
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The safety system optimization part of the effort has concentrated on low-pressure drop core 
designs for the large 2400 MWt plant option (economies-of-scale), while the transient analysis 
part of the effort has concentrated on the anticipated transient without scram (ATWS) response of 
the modular 600MWt plant. 
 
Several core designs exist, and are presently being assessed using several performance measures, 
including safety characteristics that are addressed here.  The GFR differs from the thermal gas 
reactor in several respects important for safety behavior.  Past studies of the thermal gas reactor 
operating under a direct cycle (e.g., VHTR) have shown that safety for unprotected accidents is 
assured largely as a result of a very low power density, and a combination of a high temperature 
to fuel failure, large Doppler feedback, and large thermal inertia.  By contrast, the power density 
in the GFR is approximately two orders of magnitude greater, the coolant density coefficient adds 
reactivity during depressurization accidents (which has no counterpart in the thermal core), and 
there are no large blocks of graphite (thermal inertia).  These fundamental differences give the 
reactivity feedbacks a more prominent role in the safety of the fast reactor compared to the 
thermal gas reactor.  As a consequence, an important design objective is to engineer the fast 
reactor core to have sufficient inherent negative reactivity feedback that core power safely adjusts 
to the available heat sink. 
 
While a core layout and balance of plant exist for the 600 MWt design studied, the plant control 
system has not yet been designed.  In addition, only preliminary designs for the 2400 MWt GFR 
have been evaluated.  Note that the important aspect of the design is the removal of decay heat 
under depressurized conditions.  Because the current fast reactor design is to have a power 
density of 50-100 W/cc, a flowing reactor coolant must remove most of the decay heat.  If the 
reactor is to employ passive safety during a LOCA with loss of offsite power, it will be necessary 
to employ natural convective cooling.  Past studies have shown that natural convection is not 
effective at atmospheric pressure, unless low power densities (i.e., those similar to the thermal 
spectrum gas-cooled reactor) are used.  Therefore, a guard containment that encloses the primary 
vessel is used to preserve a backpressure that maintains a high coolant density.  During a total 
loss of site power, the leakage around the seals of the primary system will allow the reactor 
pressure to slowly decrease toward atmospheric pressure if it were not for the secondary (or 
guard) containment.  The design goal is to limit the pressure that the guard containment must 
maintain, since the cost of the guard containment increases with its required pressure capability. 
 
The pressure requirement of the guard containment is determined by the coolant density that 
permits sufficient natural convection through the reactor core during the prescribed off normal or 
upset conditions.  In a direct cycle reactor plant, the hydraulic resistance through the power 
conversion unit would essentially preclude natural convection flow.  Therefore, one or more 
additional emergency cooling loops, that are isolated from the primary loop by check valves 
during normal operation, will be needed.  Each of these loops will have an emergency heat 
exchanger (EHX), probably of the Heatric® printed circuit heat exchanger (PCHE) type, which 
will use natural convection to reject heat to the environment.  The most significant hydraulic 
resistances in these loops are typically in the reactor core and the EHXs.  Larger core resistances 
will require greater guard containment pressure capabilities.  Therefore, the focus of the current 
effort is to design reactor cores with an absolute minimum hydraulic resistance.  Figure 3 shows 
the schematic of an EHX for the GFR. 
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Figure 3.  Current EHX design for decay heat removal (DHR) in the GFR. 

 
Current core designs are focused on both the block/plate type, and on a ceramic clad pin with 
solid solution fuel.  These particular designs allow for the low pressure drops necessary for 
minimal backpressures.  The core layout for the 600MWt design can be seen in Figure 4. 
 

 
Figure 4.  Core layout for the 600 MWt GFR. 

 
The core layout for the 2400MWt can be seen in Figure 5. 
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Figure 5.  Core layout for the 2400 MWt GFR. 
 
Both the pin core and block/plate core follow the layouts in Figures 4 and 5 above. 
 
4.1 Materials 
The fast spectrum (high fluence) and high temperatures expected in the reference GFR will 
require special materials; particularly for in-core applications.  Table 2 gives the reference 
requirements for in-core and fuel matrix materials. 
 

Table 2.  GFR fuel matrix and structural material reference requirements. 
Requirement Reference Value

Melting/decomposition 
temperature

>2000°C

Radiation induced 
swelling

< 2% over service life

Fracture toughness > 12 MPa m1/2

Thermal conductivity > 10 W/mK

Neutronic properties Materials allow low core heavy metal  
inventory and maintain good safety 
parameters

Requirement Reference Value

Melting/decomposition 
temperature

>2000°C

Radiation induced 
swelling

< 2% over service life

Fracture toughness > 12 MPa m1/2

Thermal conductivity > 10 W/mK

Neutronic properties Materials allow low core heavy metal  
inventory and maintain good safety 
parameters

RequirementRequirement Reference ValueReference Value

Melting/decomposition 
temperature
Melting/decomposition 
temperature

>2000°C>2000°C

Radiation induced 
swelling
Radiation induced 
swelling

< 2% over service life< 2% over service life

Fracture toughnessFracture toughness > 12 MPa m1/2> 12 MPa m1/2

Thermal conductivityThermal conductivity > 10 W/mK> 10 W/mK

Neutronic propertiesNeutronic properties Materials allow low core heavy metal  
inventory and maintain good safety 
parameters

Materials allow low core heavy metal  
inventory and maintain good safety 
parameters
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Based on the requirements, only ceramics can meet the reference values.  Those that appear to 
meet these requirements are SiC, ZrC, TiC, ZrN, and TiN.  Certain metallic alloys are also 
considered for out of core applications, including alloys T122, 800H, and certain oxide dispersion 
strengthened (ODS) metals.  Current work is assessing the radiation stability of these materials, 
through neutron irradiations in the Advanced Test Reactor (ATR) at the Idaho National 
Laboratory (INL) of the ceramic and metallic candidates, and heavy ion (Kr) irradiations of the 
ceramic candidates.  The neutron irradiations are not complete, and will attain a dose of 
approximately 10 dpa.  However, several of the ceramic candidates have been heavy ion 
irradiated (up to 70 dpa), where preliminary analyses show significant swelling of the Zr-based 
ceramics. 
 
4.2 Fuels and Fuel Cycle 
Current fuel designs are based on dispersion fuels (either as fibers/small “pellets” or particles) in 
an inert plate/block type matrix, or solid solution fuel clad in a refractory ceramic (e.g., SiC/SiC 
composites).  The reference fuels chosen for the GFR are mixed (i.e., U+Pu+MA) nitrides and 
carbides for their high heavy metal density, high conductivity, and minimal impact on neutron 
spectrum (although limited irradiation data exists).  Most of the effort and work is focused on 
development of dispersion particle fuel, and plate fuel.  Figure 6 is a graphical representation of 
the fuel types being considered. 
 

 SiC matrixCladdin
g

SiC matrixCladdin
g

 
Figure 6.  Plate and dispersion fuel concepts. 

 
Uranium carbide (UC) fuel particles have been successfully fabricated using a Rotating Electrode 
Process (REP) atomization.  The process uses a low voltage, high current arc to melt a feedstock 
material, where droplets are flung from the rotating electrode (see Figure 7). 
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Figure 7.  REP atomizer. 
 
The droplet size depends on the rotational speed of the electrode, where the droplets are solidified 
into spheres.  The feedstock is uranium carbide (UC), and is fabricated using simple resistance 
heating through the following reaction: 
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U + C → UC 
 

The heating time is ~30 s, and total production time <1 hour.  Fabricated UC particles can be seen 
in Figure 8. 
 

 
Figure 8.  UC particles fabricated using the REP atomizer. 

 
Advantages to using this process include a high yield and no liquid waste, but some shrinkage 
pores are evident. 
 
A key issue for the particle fuel concerns the development of special coatings; particularly the use 
of non-halide precursors, and the development of low-density ceramic buffer layers.  Initial trials 
have been successful in coating surrogate particles, with a 50% dense SiC buffer layer, and dense 
(90%) SiC seal coat using non-halide precursors.  A final over-coat using standard halide-based 
CVD was also added.  Figure 9 is a micrograph of the coatings. 
 

SiC Buffer Coating

SiC Seal Coating

SiC Over-Coating

 
Figure 9.  Micrograph of SiC coatings. 
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The next step includes the fabrication of the SiC matrix material.  Current studies are focusing on 
using infiltration/reaction bonding to make SiC with imbedded fuel particles. 
 
5. Future Work 
Work will continue on the reference design as discussed in previous sections.  Work on the direct 
cycle S-CO2 option will begin later this fiscal year.  Of particular interest are the planned 
irradiations in the ATR of uranium bearing fuel scheduled for mid 2006, and planned irradiations 
in Phenix at CEA schedules for early 2007. 
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